
Company Mission Statement

Since 1999, Garrabridge has made its home in Ireland. Here we distribute interior and exterior lighting fixtures for projects throughout 
Ireland, The UK, Europe and The Middle East. Garrabridge Lighting & Controls Ltd is an independent center with local management 
accountable for all Design, Sales and distribution... This management approach allows us the independence to focus on the unique 
demands of our specific markets with a competitive entrepreneurial spirit. While we work closely with our International manufacturing 
colleagues, products are selected, engineered and manufactured to meet the demands of the UK building requirements. 

Our market philosophy enables the Architectural Designer to select from a catalogue of standards as well as work with our team of local 
engineers and lighting application professionals to establish their own unique design solution. Garrabridge is the place to find original 
designs, manufactured from quality materials, produced at a competitive price.
As a multinational company Garrabridge calls upon the talents of engineers and designers to deliver the most innovative concepts in 
lighting design. And in our London and facility, we back up this global perspective with the strength of European manufacturing 
capability. 

Garrabridge develops ambitious lighting systems which are aesthetically pleasing, economically feasible and environmentally sound. 
Many luminaires are developed by our manufacturers engineers and designers, others are created by well known lighting designers and 
architects in collaboration with our Research & Development Department. This allows us the flexibility to adapt our designs to your 
specific applications. 

   Eugene Fitzgerald      Frank Fitzgerald
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Garrabridge’s manufacturing facilities are very modern, 
to a large extent CNC controlled. It enables us to create 
tooling necessary to carry out the customer’s individual 
projects. 

Equipment such as a spinning machine enables us to obtain 
aluminum reflectors and structural elements of any shape. 
Numerical punching and folding machines allow us to 
produce the structural components of all kinds of fittings of 
steel, aluminum and stainless steel sheets.
Among our machinery we also have numerical lathes and 
milling machines and a water laser which give us great 
flexibility in designing new products.

The lamp mirrors with the highest quality and efficiency 
of the reflectors are provided by the technological line for 
vacuum metalisation, while the powder painting technology 
allows us to propose to our customers a full spectrum of 
colours of the fittings in our product range. 

The entire technological 
process is overseen by 
our highly qualified staff. 
Their skills are constantly 
improved so that the 
company can meet more 
customer requirements.
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fully automatic 
powder painting line 

allows us to offer 
our products in 

full spectrum of 
colours

Distinguish your project
- mix colours - 

make it exclusive
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Garrabridge produces fittings according to the customer’s individual ideas - we follow the ideology 
saying that if in your imagination there is a vision of a fitting, come and we will make it a reality. 
The Company’s innovativeness can be seen in all of it’s activities: starting from the creation 
of trends, adaptation to current fashion to dynamic changes in technological and production 
processes. The company’s motto is to create a fitting from design to product, therefore we have 
our own construction and development department. 
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We are able to design and produce new products according to our customers individual request. 
Our construction department can prepare construction drawings, 3D visuallisations and samples 
for approval before ordering.
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